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Classic/emergency humanitarianism and resilience/alchemical humanitarianism—which

constitute the two broad categories of humanitarian practice—maintain different assumptions

and principles that affect their efficacy in implementing their respective goals.

Classic/emergency humanitarianism rests on assumptions of humanitarian action being solely

needs-driven and crisis-based, and employs Dunantist principles, such as impartiality and

neutrality. Such assumptions and principles allow effective responses with respect to the stated

goals of such organizations, though such responses are perhaps problematic when viewing

humanitarianism through other lenses. Resilience/alchemical humanitarianism assumes that

humanitarianism ought to remove the root causes of suffering and extend beyond immediate

needs, thus requiring intrusions into politics and support for local capacity and response. While

taking political stances may allow for solutions to more long-term problems, the overemphasis

on local capabilities and ‘crises as normality’ can reduce the effectiveness of intervention and

abandon vulnerable populations. Though the two forms of humanitarianism differ significantly,

both would benefit from certain ethics—which would improve efficacy and humanity—when

intervening in African societies, including: avoiding dehumanizing depictions of aid recipients

and extreme relational dynamics, and consulting with local actors and recipients of aid.

Because the assumptions inherent to classic/emergency humanitarianism inform the

stated goals of such organizations, their efficacy is conditioned by such assumptions. Above all,

classic/emergency humanitarianism addresses the symptoms of crises, solely focusing on the

needs of affected people.1 2 When engaged in such activities, classic/emergency humanitarian

organizations abide by the Dunantist principles of humanity, impartiality, neutrality, and

independence, given their assumptions that humanitarianism must center on such principles. As a

2 Dorothea Hilhorst, “Classical Humanitarianism and Resilience Humanitarianism: Making Sense of Two Brands of
Humanitarian Action,” Journal of International Humanitarian Action 3 (2018).

1 Michael N. Barnett, Empire of Humanity: A History of Humanitarianism (Cornell University Press, 2013).
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result, these organizations work independent of politics and cater to the needs of victims,

regardless of whether they are perpetrators of conflict.3

The singular focus on needs and symptoms of crises, along with an avoidance of politics,

creates an assumption within classic/emergency humanitarianism that relief be short-term and

provided given a strict separation of immediate crisis from normality.4 5 Calhoun writes that this

form of humanitarianism views emergency as a “counterpoint to the idea of global order”,

meaning that “things usually work well.6” Though many in the development sector would debate

this characterization and use it as evidence against the overarching efficacy of classic/emergency

humanitarian organizations, it is important to assess efficacy of such organizations according to

their own assumptions, principles, and goals, which for classic/emergency organizations includes

a strict division between humanitarianism and development.7 The focused approach to

addressing needs of victims in a neutral manner allows classic/emergency humanitarian

organizations to access a wider variety of people in need since upholding such short-term, less

societally invasive, and neutral principles makes it more likely that local actors would allow

access to at-risk populations, thereby improving the possibility of achieving stated goals.8 9

Although this position means that such organizations remain silent about witnessed atrocities by

political actors, classic/emergency humanitarianism does not view this as a compromise since

political advocacy is not included in its assumptions and related principles vis-a-vis

9 Michael N. Barnett, Empire of Humanity: A History of Humanitarianism (Cornell University Press, 2013).

8 Dorothea Hilhorst, “Classical Humanitarianism and Resilience Humanitarianism: Making Sense of Two Brands of
Humanitarian Action,” Journal of International Humanitarian Action 3 (2018).

7 Joost Herman and Dennis Dijkzeul, “A Matter of Principles: Humanitarian Challenges,” The Broker Online,
September 2011.

6 Craig Calhoun, “The Imperative to Reduce Suffering: Charity, Progress, and Emergencies in the Field of
Humanitarian Action,” in Humanitarianism in Question: Politics, Power, Ethics, ed. Michael Barnett and Thomas
G. Weiss (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2008), pp. 73-97, 85.

5 Dorothea Hilhorst, “Classical Humanitarianism and Resilience Humanitarianism: Making Sense of Two Brands of
Humanitarian Action,” Journal of International Humanitarian Action 3 (2018).

4 Michael N. Barnett, Empire of Humanity: A History of Humanitarianism (Cornell University Press, 2013).

3 Dorothea Hilhorst, “Classical Humanitarianism and Resilience Humanitarianism: Making Sense of Two Brands of
Humanitarian Action,” Journal of International Humanitarian Action 3 (2018).
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humanitarianism.10 Further, the exclusive focus on immediate needs and avoidance of local

realities engenders these organizations’ disembedding from society; Hilhorst characterizes this

outcome by arguing that “national authorities and other local institutions are rendered invisible in

classical humanitarianism.”11 This approach is arguably ineffective and unethical in a broader

sense of humanitarian intervention, but according to the assumptions and principles specifically

related to classic/emergency humanitarianism, the assumptions do not impact efficacy of these

organizations since altering local politics is not desirable in their view.

Given the more wide-ranging and ambitious goals of resilience/alchemical

humanitarianism, the efficacy of related organizations is more highly conditioned by

assumptions. In contrast to classic/emergency humanitarianism, resilience/alchemical

humanitarianism focuses on removing the root causes of suffering and views humanitarianism as

working alongside broader issues of peace, justice, and development.12 13 Such a view of

humanitarianism involves providing solutions to longer-term, underlying issues, not just

immediate needs. Consequently, due to the political nature of many root causes of suffering and

underdevelopment, resilience/alchemical humanitarianism does not strictly abide by a principle

of neutrality. Related organizations willingly involve themselves in politics and take sides in

conflicts in order to prosecute perpetrators of human suffering, redistribute political power and

resources to alleviate poverty, and enforce the rights of victims.14 15 Further, resilience/alchemical

humanitarianism stresses building on local response capabilities, rightfully assuming that “crisis

15 Michael N. Barnett, Empire of Humanity: A History of Humanitarianism (Cornell University Press, 2013).
14 Ibid.

13 Joost Herman and Dennis Dijkzeul, “A Matter of Principles: Humanitarian Challenges,” The Broker Online,
September 2011.

12 Michael N. Barnett, Empire of Humanity: A History of Humanitarianism (Cornell University Press, 2013).

11 Dorothea Hilhorst, “Classical Humanitarianism and Resilience Humanitarianism: Making Sense of Two Brands of
Humanitarian Action,” Journal of International Humanitarian Action 3 (2018), 4.

10 Joost Herman and Dennis Dijkzeul, “A Matter of Principles: Humanitarian Challenges,” The Broker Online,
September 2011.
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response is much more effective … when it takes into account people’s capacity to respond,

adapt and bounce back,” which is a key component of solving longer-term ‘crises’.16 In line with

assumptions and principles about addressing underlying causes of issues and taking a more

long-term approach, resilience/alchemical humanitarianism rejects a strict separation between

crisis and normality. However, the combination of assuming the benefit of employing local

capacity and institutions, and viewing crises as continual, risks a negative impact on efficacy if

resilience/alchemical humanitarian organizations overstate continuity of local institutional

capacity during certain crises.17 Although resilience/alchemical humanitarianism is more

effective at resolving long-term issues with political characteristics by being involved in politics

(e.g., speaking out against a repressive regime), it is important to consider that there is some

contradiction between acknowledging the political role in crises/issues and then overly working

through the same institutions that engendered or suffered from such crises/issues.18 By placing

exceptional responsibility on local actors and institutions, resilience/alchemical humanitarianism

risks creating a ‘politics of abandonment’ and losing the imperative to act on issues.19 Thus,

while the assumptions and principles regarding root causes of suffering, long-term thinking, and

political involvement appear to make resilience/alchemical humanitarianism quite effective at

achieving its goals, the overemphasis on local capacity and institutions risks abandonment and

insufficient responses of underlying issues created by such institutions.

Though classic/emergency humanitarianism and resilience/alchemical humanitarianism

significantly differ with regard to their assumptions and goals, both forms of humanitarian

19 Dorothea Hilhorst, “Classical Humanitarianism and Resilience Humanitarianism: Making Sense of Two Brands of
Humanitarian Action,” Journal of International Humanitarian Action 3 (2018).

18 Joost Herman and Dennis Dijkzeul, “A Matter of Principles: Humanitarian Challenges,” The Broker Online,
September 2011.

17 Ibid.

16 Dorothea Hilhorst, “Classical Humanitarianism and Resilience Humanitarianism: Making Sense of Two Brands of
Humanitarian Action,” Journal of International Humanitarian Action 3 (2018).
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practice could benefit from embracing an additional set of ethics when intervening in African

societies. Organizations engaged in humanitarian relief should avoid dehumanizing depictions of

aid recipients, such as the ‘pity porn’ showing images of starving African children, and instead

respect their humanity by employing narrative representations that inform intended audiences

(e.g,, donors) of the contextual factors related to their suffering.20 21 Relatedly, it is important that

humanitarian organizations avoid extreme relational dynamics (e.g., donor-recipient,

teacher-student) in their narratives and on-the-ground work, and instead employ mutual-learning

capacity where local people possess control over the process.22 Such a collegial approach would

not only improve efficacy (e.g., through providing better local knowledge and context), but also

put humanitarianism more in line with respecting humanity.23 For example, Teju Cole argues that

the best way to ‘help’ Ugandans is to show humility toward them and respect their agency.24 By

working from the bottom-up, humanitarian organizations can avoid both the issue of paternalism

and ineffective applications of ‘modernization’ practices, while also avoiding the ‘politics of

abandonment.’

Due to the relational nature of humanitarianism (e.g. donor-implementer-recipient),

accountability is inherent to NGOs involved in such endeavors. It is therefore necessary that

NGOs consider their approaches to accountability in order to achieve effectiveness and

representation, concepts that are inherent to the success and principles of humanitarian action.

24 Teju Cole, “The White-Savior Industrial Complex,” The Atlantic (Atlantic Media Company, January 11, 2013).

23 Michelle Moyd, “What's Wrong with Doing Good? Reflections on Africa, Humanitarianism, and the Challenge of
the Global,” Africa Today 63, no. 2 (2016): pp. 92-96.

22 Curtis A. Keim and Carolyn M. Somerville, “Mistaking Africa: Curiosities and Inventions of the American
Mind,” in Mistaking Africa: Curiosities and Inventions of the American Mind (New York, NY: Westview Press,
2017), pp. 77-98.

21 Anna Landre, 2/11/21 class.

20 Janice Gross Stein, “Humanitarian Organizations: Accountable—Why, to Whom, for What, and How?,” in
Humanitarianism in Question: Politics, Power, Ethics, ed. Michael Barnett and Thomas G. Weiss (Ithaca, NY:
Cornell University Press, 2008), pp. 124-142.
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However, NGOs should also recognize that though aid recipient consultation and solidarity are

key, viability and consequently effectiveness are a precondition for humanitarian practice’s

existence. On the other hand, although states and multilateral organizations do not face the

potential funding issues resulting from disparate preferences, they are both necessarily less able

to pursue accountability that prioritizes aid recipients given their constitutive members.

According to Stein, accountability vis-a-vis NGOs has two dimensions:

representativeness and effectiveness.25 NGOs should include both dimensions in their approach

to accountability, though effectiveness is the necessary (but not sufficient) first consideration,

since without effective impact, there is no benefit to representativeness aside from a form of

solidarity that has no avenue for realized assistance. However, it is important to not view

effectiveness—which Stein characterizes as the narrowest construction of accountability—in a

completely consequentialist lens, in which aid is given when it is effective, regardless of the

needs of recipients.26

Once need—a key component of humanitarianism—is identified, NGOs should proceed

with accountability of effectiveness first. As much as possible, effectiveness should be assessed

and pursued during the course of a project, the time in which changes to tactics are most

implementable and pertinent to the objective at hand.27 By prioritizing active learning that

focuses on the interactions of the NGO in complex environments and larger systems than the

project itself, humanitarian organizations can effectively measure and tweak their impacts. In

addition, such active learning should not be insular, but rather consist of continuous feedback

based on shared experiences across actors and sectors. Further, these measures of effectiveness

27 Ibid.
26 Ibid.

25 Janice Gross Stein, “Humanitarian Organizations: Accountable—Why, to Whom, for What, and How?,” in
Humanitarianism in Question: Politics, Power, Ethics, ed. Michael Barnett and Thomas G. Weiss (Ithaca, NY:
Cornell University Press, 2008), pp. 124-142.
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should constitute preferences of the victims or aid recipients as much as possible. As argued by

Hilhorst, “crisis response is much more effective … when it takes into account people’s capacity

to respond, adapt and bounce back,” thereby demonstrating how considering the preferences and

ideas of local actors and aid recipients can improve effectiveness of aid delivery.28 For the most

part, desired outcomes of aid recipients and donors should align, given that donors supposedly

want to effectively help aid recipients; in the case that such outcomes do not align, NGOs should

attempt to prioritize recipient-centric outcomes as long as doing so does not compromise

funding, at which point effectiveness is negated since the project or NGO would cease to exist.

However, solely focusing on effectiveness—such as implementing projects regardless of

needs—violates key humanitarian principles, and thus accountability of representativeness (or

process) is required in a complementary role.29 30

Instead of simply catering to the preferred outcomes of aid recipients as demonstrated by

accountability of effectiveness, NGOs should approach accountability in their processes of

operation as well.31 For example, in various situations, NGOs should speak as the victims (in

which victims work in some capacity for the NGO), with the victims (working closely on the

ground with victims and developing long-standing relationships), or for the victims (only when

the victims have no way of having their voices heard), but never solely about the victims, for

such a process lacks any semblance of representativeness or consultation with victims.32 These

processes of representation—in addition to enhancing effectiveness as seen earlier—are

32 Ibid.
31 Ibid.

30 Janice Gross Stein, “Humanitarian Organizations: Accountable—Why, to Whom, for What, and How?,” in
Humanitarianism in Question: Politics, Power, Ethics, ed. Michael Barnett and Thomas G. Weiss (Ithaca, NY:
Cornell University Press, 2008), pp. 124-142.

29 Professor Khaled Esseissah, 2/4/21 class.

28 Dorothea Hilhorst, “Classical Humanitarianism and Resilience Humanitarianism: Making Sense of Two Brands of
Humanitarian Action,” Journal of International Humanitarian Action 3 (2018), 5.
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constitutive of humanitarian principles and therefore definitionally necessary for NGOs to be

engaging in humanitarian action.

When considering accountability of outcome (effectiveness) and accountability of

process (representation) with relation to the stakeholders involved, Stein claims that an inherent

trade-off exists. By viewing outcome and effectiveness through a monetary lens of cost-saving

practices, Stein asserts that because accountability of process requires extensive research and

implementation into better practices that include the views and participation of aid

recipients/victims, that NGOs must approach such supposed trade-offs from a zero-sum

perspective.33 However, it is imperative to consider that accountability of outcome is not simply

about cost, but also the effectiveness of NGO intervention outcomes. There is no benefit to an

NGO saving money if its project does not achieve desirable and effective outcomes. NGOs must

therefore view process and outcome as linked, and assess the trade-off not as zero-sum. Rather,

NGOs should determine how the increased cost of better process and representation—while

potentially harming the cost-saving aspect of accountability of outcome—not only improves

accountability of process and representation, but also engenders superior outcomes as a result of

superior processes. But, when assessing various accountability mechanisms, it is important that

such pursuit of accountability not become so cumbersome and overly-stringent that it cripples

initiative, commitment, and risk-taking.34 Extremely mechanical and technical methods of

pursuing accountability—such as overly analyzing the aforementioned cost trade-offs—can

consequently harm effectiveness, to the point where NGOs become “beautifully transparent”, but

“transparently mediocre.”35 Further, worse for efficacy than becoming mediocre is an NGO

35 Ibid, 142.
34 Ibid.

33 Janice Gross Stein, “Humanitarian Organizations: Accountable—Why, to Whom, for What, and How?,” in
Humanitarianism in Question: Politics, Power, Ethics, ed. Michael Barnett and Thomas G. Weiss (Ithaca, NY:
Cornell University Press, 2008), pp. 124-142.
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ceasing to exist at all. Thus, NGOs must carefully consider how they prioritize accountability as

a trade-off as well. Ideally, NGOs should prioritize the preferred outcomes and representation of

aid recipients first, but it is imperative that doing so does not risk losing funding from donors that

makes humanitarian projects possible in the first place. NGOs should therefore prioritize staying

afloat above all things, while advocating for the preferences of aid recipients and donors to align.

Despite the aforementioned recommendations for how NGOs should approach

accountability being somewhat (and ideally) applicable to other humanitarian actors, namely

states and multilateral organizations, these organizations necessarily approach accountability

slightly differently. Unlike NGOs, which potentially can solely pursue humanitarian actions that

address the needs of aid recipients, states and multilateral organizations more severely consider

accountability to their constituents. This inward-looking accountability is viewed both in terms

of effectiveness, such as pursuing policies and programs that suit their constituents’ interests, as

well as representativeness, by representing the citizens that constitute states and the states that

constitute multilateral organizations. Therefore, while states and multilateral organizations

should strive to achieve the outcomes desired by aid recipients and represent them as much as

possible in the process, it is not as reasonable to expect them to do so, since they are inherently

accountable to citizens and states respectively. While one may argue that NGOs are necessarily

accountable to their donors in order to maintain operations, finding new donors whose objectives

and principles align better with the aid recipients is sometimes possible, while detaching states

and multilateral organizations from their constitutive members is inherently impossible.
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